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We emphasize that there is no spin-statistics connection in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. In several
recent papers @including Phys. Rev. A 67, 042102 ~2003!#, quantum mechanics is modified so as to force a
spin-statistics connection, but the resulting theory is quite different from standard physics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.68.046101 PACS number~s!: 03.65.TaIt has been known for many years that there is a spin-
statistics connection in relativistic quantum field theory
@1–4# but not in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics @5#.
However, several recent papers @6–8# have led to some con-
fusion regarding the second point.
Let us first remind ourselves why there is no spin-
statistics theorem in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The
essential reason is that the restrictions that imply a spin-
statistics connection in relativistic field theory are no longer
meaningful in nonrelativistic physics. For example, Wein-
berg’s textbook @3# provides a relatively simple and physical
proof based on microcausality, or the requirement that com-
mutators associated with observable quantities vanish for
spacelike separations. In nonrelativistic physics, causality is
still a meaningful requirement, but microcausality is not, be-
cause there is no longer a light cone. This proof then does
not apply in the nonrelativistic case, and the same is true of
the other proofs based on Lorentz invariance.
There are nonrelativistic wave functions for either N fer-
mions or N bosons with any spin (0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . ). For
example, a basis function with the form
C~r1 ,r2!5f1~r1!f2~r2!2f1~r2!f2~r1!/A2 ~1!
is acceptable for spin-zero fermions, where f is a simple
scalar. More generally, a basis function with the form
C~r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rN!5A)
i51
N
c i~ri!, fermions ~2!
5S)
i51
N
c i~ri!, bosons ~3!
is appropriate for N particles with any spin. Here A or S
represents antisymmetrization or symmetrization of the prod-
uct ~with insertion of the correct normalization factor!. Each
c is a function corresponding to the desired spin s; for ex-
ample, c is a two-component spinor if s51/2. A nonrelativ-
istic field theory can then be constructed in the usual way,1050-2947/2003/68~4!/046101~2!/$20.00 68 0461having fermions or bosons with any spin @9#. The field op-
erator consistently transforms as both a field and a quantum
operator @5#.
According to Ref. @6#, on the other hand, Eq. ~1! is not an
acceptable wave function. This conclusion was reached be-
cause quantum physics was modified by adding an unusual
constraint: In the words of Ref. @6#, ‘‘The approach used here
is based on the requirement that the point $r1 ,r2% in the
configuration space for two identical spinless particles is the
same point as $r2 ,r1%.’’ But this requirement implies that the
wave function must return to its original value when (r1 ,r2)
is transformed to (r2 ,r1):
C~r2 ,r1!5C~r1 ,r2!. ~4!
I.e., the two-particle wave function is only allowed to ac-
quire the 1 sign appropriate for bosons, and is forbidden to
acquire the 2 sign appropriate for fermions. It is this re-
quirement that forbids spin-zero fermions with wave func-
tion ~1!. In Ref. @6#, therefore, the spin-statistics connection
is simply imposed by fiat.
Essentially the same philosophy was used in Refs. @7# and
@8#, but generalized to arbitrary spin, so that an interchange
of particles requires an interchange of both positions and
spins. In the words of Ref. @7#, ‘‘we must identify the points
r and 2r, since these correspond to complete interchange of
the particles ~positions and spins! and so are indistinguish-
able.’’ They then conclude that
uC~2r!&5uC~r!&, ~5!
where uC(r)& specifies the state of the two particles. Again,
in the simplest case s50, fermions have clearly been ban-
ished at the outset.
If one does not impose the unusual constraint ~4! or ~5!,
nonrelativistic bosons are allowed to have any spin
(0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . ) and the same is true of nonrelativistic
fermions.
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